Hemichorea-Hemiballism after Acute Ischemic Stroke
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Abstract

Movement disorders can be part of acute stroke onset which is important to recognize. We report a rare presentation of a 89-year-old woman who developed hemichorea-hemiballism after an acute stroke caused by an ischemic lesion in the head of the left caudate nucleus; a video segment is included. However, lesions in different parts of the motor pathways have been reported, which led to the hypothesis that the pathology in movement disorders results from a dysfunction in motor network connectivity, with the putamen as central control point within the basal ganglia-thalamocortical motor loop. Despite of the tendency to resolve, treatment may be required for symptom control.
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Introduction

Movement disorders are a rare symptom of an acute ischemic stroke. A wide range of movement disorders can result, which include chorea, ballism, athetosis, dystonia, tremor, myoclonus, stereotypies, and akathisia. Hemichorea, with or without hemiballism, is with 36-38% the most frequent post-stroke movement disorder, followed by dystonia [1,2].

Hemichorea is a hyperkinetic disorder on one body-side characterized by jerky, nonrhythmic, rapid, not suppressible movements that shift from muscle to muscle. Hemiballism consists of unilateral, nonrhythmic, rapid, high-amplitude movements of the proximal limbs. Here we report on a woman who developed hemichorea-hemiballism after an acute ischemic stroke; a video is included.

Case Report

An 89-year-old woman presented with a 2-day history of involuntary movements of the right arm and leg with acute onset. She had a history of atrial fibrillation, and was therefore taking apixaban. There were no other comorbidities. The clinical exam revealed hemichorea-hemiballism of the right arm and leg [Video 1, segment 1]. Vitals and laboratory assessment revealed no abnormality, she was conscious and oriented. Cerebral Magnetic Resonance Imaging showed an acute ischemic lesion in the head of the left caudate nucleus (Figure 1). We maintained apixaban and started atorvastatin for recurrence prophylaxis. Symptomatic treatment consisted in risperidone 2 mg over five days upon admission. Hemichorea-hemiballism gradually abated (Video 1, segment 2), and did not reappear after stopping risperidone.

Discussion

The exact prevalence of movement disorders after an acute stroke is unknown, partly because of their rarity. Retrospective studies and case reports suggest a prevalence around 1-4% [3], and an estimated incidence of 0.08% per year [2]. Mostly, the movement disorder occurs at the onset of acute
stroke but a delay by days or months is also described [3]. Most of these spontaneously resolve [2], but treatment is recommended to reduce burden and distress. Hemichorea and hemiballism share similar pathophysiology and can be treated with anti-dopaminergic therapy. To minimize the risk of drug-induced parkinsonism and tardive dyskinesia, anti-dopaminergic therapy should be promptly stopped after hemichorea and hemiballism abate.

The culprit lesion is typically located in the contralateral caudate nucleus (hemichorea) and subthalamic nucleus (hemiballism). However, other lesion locations have been reported, such as the lentiform nucleus, thalamus or cortex [2-4]. These findings led to the hypothesis that the pathology in movement disorders results from a dysfunction in motor network connectivity [3,4].

A recent study, realized with a validated technique called lesion network mapping, found that strokes causing hemichorea-hemiballism are located within a single network of functionally connectivity to the posterolateral putamen, with a broad anatomical heterogeneity of the lesions [5]. These findings indicate the putamen as central control point within the basal ganglia-thalamo-cortical motor loop. Furthermore, causes of non-ischemic hemichorea-hemiballism support a putaminal dysfunction, like non-ketotic hyperglycemia or Huntington disease.

**Conclusion**

An acute onset of movement disorders can be due to an acute ischemic stroke, especially when one-sided. The lesions can occur at different parts in the motor circuit. This heterogeneity increases the possibility of individual brain plasticity within the motor network connectivity. In our case of hemichorea-hemiballism, the acute ischemic lesion was diagnosed in the head of the left caudate nucleus. Most of movement disorders due to an acute stroke subside over time and require only temporary symptomatic treatment.
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